
WATERPROOF MENU DATA SHEET

REVLAR Waterproof Menus are durable, weatherproof, chemical-resistant, washable and tear-proof. These menus can withstand spills, 
stains and the frequent and rough handling in any restaurant environment, which is where paper menus fail.

Back away from the laminator
Waterproof menus are designed to replace the tedious and costly process of laminating paper. Many restaurants choose to laminate 
in an effort to extend the life of a menu. But lamination is not only an expensive process, it is also susceptible to cracking, peeling and 
puncturing. Ultimately, it produces a finished piece that is not aesthetically pleasing over the long-term.

Easy printing & cleaning
REVLAR Waterproof Menus can be used in dry toner laser printers, offset printers or flexo printers. These menus offer the same image 
quality of standard printer paper, allowing them to shine with stunning designs and eye-catching colors.

These menus are easily cleanable, which makes it possible to sanitize them. A wet cloth or mild cleanser should do the trick, but if you 
choose to use a more harsh cleanser, we recommend UV coating to extend the life of the toner on the synthetic material.

Perfect anytime for harsh and outdoor environments!

FADE RESISTANT HIGH / LOW TEPSDURABLE WATERPROOF TEAR-PROOF REPELS GREASE



Here’s the nitty gritty:
• Pre-sized and pre-scored templates available

• Colors include: white, vibrant colors, pastel colors

• Sizes offered: 8.5” x 11”, 8.5” x 14”, 11” x 17” and 12” x 18”

• Thicknesses range from 4.7 mil – 13.7 mil

• Material choice of rigid poly (REVLAR Premium and REVLAR Select) or soft poly (REVLAR Soft)

• REVLAR Premium is FDA compliant as a food contact substance (FCS)

• REVLAR Soft is pliable, which makes it easy to fold

• Order directly or conveniently online 

Need custom or design help?
Please don’t hesitate to reach out with any custom inquiries or questions you may have! We’d be happy to chat with you 
about your preferences. Custom pre-scoring options are available with single or double scores, which makes it easier 
for you to fold your printed menus. We also offer design and waterproof menu printing services, should you need it.
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About Relyco: For almost 30 years, Relyco has been the premier supplier of unique and innovative paper products that are designed for laser 
and inkjet printers. Our products are great for thousands of uses, which enables you to get the most value out of your printer investment. 
Understanding and meeting our clients’ needs is always our first priority.  Visit us at www.relyco.com or call (800) 777-7359.
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